Plus 3 Partnership with
Quantum Global Solutions
and CCR

Construction industry specialists Plus 3 is pleased to
announce their partnership with Quantum and CCR
Through its partnership with Quantum Global Solutions
and CCR effective from 6 April 2020, Plus 3 will bring
additional products, services and resources to enhance
the international geographical scope and delivery of
our contractual and commercial services, maintaining
our existing client relationships in Asia and establishing
new client relationships around the world.
“We believe the merger is a meeting of collective spirits
and minds, dedicated to enhancing each of our
individual services to our local and global clients under
one umbrella,’’ said Mike McIver, Plus 3’s CEO.
Continuing he added, “Working in partnership with
Quantum and CCR was a natural step to share
knowledge, resources and skills among our respective
regions to offer our clients a cost-effective, localised
hub with our renowned customer-focused approach to
your projects.’’
Peter Murphy, Quantum’s Managing Director noted,
“Over the past three decades, with offices in Malaysia
and Hong Kong, Plus 3 has become renowned across
Asia for their high level of professional consultancy
services to the construction industry. The Quantum
family is extremely proud to be part of the Plus 3
restructure and to be working with CCR who are
already a major force in the Australian construction
sector.”
“The merging of our three industry specialists into one
company brings great value to all three organisations.
Our clients will all capitalise on our respective
specialisms and we all have the ability to deliver new
services to enhance our client services.’’ said
Tony Hilton, CCR Director.

Plus 3 Key Facts
Plus 3
Three Companies – One Name
From 6 April 2020, Plus 3, Quantum
and CCR will partner together under
the Plus 3 brand throughout Asia as one
team with shared corporate and personal
values to provide enhanced services
to our clients.
Enhanced Services
• Forensic Graphics – in house preparation of
movies and interactive presentations to
demonstrate construction claim
entitlements.
• System Dynamics - visual method of
presenting disruption/uneconomic working
claims recognised by the Society of
Construction Law
• Bid Quantities and cost management.
• Training - Capacity Building.
• Project Management
• Resourcing and team augmentation.
Global Reach
Plus 3’s global partnerships extends to
Malaysia, Hong Kong, UK, Spain,
Switzerland, Turkey, Jordan, KSA, UAE,
Qatar, China, South Korea, Australia, New
Zealand, the USA and Asia.
Key Resources
Led by the Executive Leadership Team Plus 3 has a collective team of over 200
global consultants delivering the highest
level of service to our clients’ projects.

Meet our teams:
Mike McIver, Stephen Tennant and John Arkinstall lead the team at Plus Three
Consultants (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd and Plus Three Consultants (HK) Ltd. Plus 3 is a
company of professionals, created to advise and assist organisations within the
construction, engineering, energy and infrastructure industries on complex
commercial and contractual matters to minimize risk and maximize returns.
www.plus3.international

Plus Three Malaysia was established in 1993 and is based in Kuala Lumpur and
established its Hong Kong based company Plus Three Consultants (HK) Ltd in 1998.
Plus 3 also operates throughout Asia and globally through a partnership with
Quantum Global Solutions and CCR.
Led by Managing Director Peter Murphy, Quantum Global Solutions is an
independent global construction support consultancy dedicated to supporting the
construction industry to manage their projects and avoid disputes.

www.qgs.global

British founded and managed Quantum partners with many of the leading
contractors, lawyers and employers around the world. Our experienced teams,
working across the MENA region, Asia, Europe, Africa and the USA, provide
contractual, commercial and planning support to construction teams with expertise
in forensic delay, quantum analysis and the preparation of entitlement submissions
for the resolution of construction claims and disputes. As a leading industry
specialist the Quantum team comprises over 120 industry specialists with experts in
many fields including Chartered Engineers, Chartered Surveyors,
Contracts/Commercial Specialists, Quantity Surveyors, Forensic Delay Analysts
and Media Specialists.
Quantum’s strong reputation around the world for exceptional quality of service is at
the heart of its company’s customer-centric focus. The company is regulated by the
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) and is committed to setting and
upholding the highest standards of excellence.
With Tony Hilton, Chris Thompson and Kailash Ahuja at the helm, Contract &
Commercial Resources Pty Ltd (CCR) is a merger between two industry
specialists; Guardian Property and Construction (GPC) and Construction
Claims Consultants.

www.ccr.work

CCR provides a comprehensive range of construction and engineering services
managed by our highly qualified teams of engineers, quantity surveyors, project
managers, commercial managers and legal advisors. The company has a strong
reputation for successfully managing and delivering both domestic and international
projects utilising their expertise including contract and commercial advice,
procurement, estimating, planning and scheduling, claims preparation, construction
management and dispute resolution.
The priority at CCR is to effectively transform traditional engineering and
construction projects into commercially successful, sustainable business
infrastructure which directly benefit both our clients and partners. This expertise
and unparalleled track record in both visionary project consultancy and advanced
resourcing management has established CCR’s reputation in the field.

www.plus3.international

